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on the center of John Berger's moment novel isn't quite a bit a homicide - a policeman has been
killed in a financial institution raid - yet a murderer. Jack House, an alleged 'cop killer', has been
apprehended yet so The Foot Of Clive badly damage that he could die prior to he's attempted
and hanged. And so, in the course of the night, he's rushed to the closest hospital, a regular
nationwide wellbeing and fitness institution, andis later placed, lower than police guard, in a
typical ward with six different patients.The Foot of Clive is an engaging depiction of ENglish
society at a unusual element in its historical past - after the second one international battle yet
ahead of the heady pop-consumer explosion of the sixties. In fact, its setting, a clinic ward - with
its nurses, medical professionals and badly-paid attendants, its unseen yet omnipresent The
Foot Of Clive 'Authority', and, so much important, its six sufferers - is in itself an image of
English society writ small. it's a photograph of inflexible and conformist culture, its conventions
approximately correct and wrong, category and morality unchallenged and unquestioned, until
eventually disrupted via the best questioner of them all: the embodiment of the anti-social and
uncivilised - a murderer.
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